V3-204 Pre-Installation Customer Checklist
Below is a summary of the services required to be in place prior to the installation of the Vivreau V3-204. Further details can be found in your
system specifications and pre-installation video. If you have any questions regarding these services, please contact your Fulfillment Coordinator.
Please note: These items do not need to be completed at the time you submit the checklist. The checklist serves as an acknowledgement that
these items will be ready prior to our technician’s arrival. This document is REQUIRED before we are able to release any shipments.

PLUMBING (Page 3&5 of Specification Sheet)
☐ Waterline and Shut-off Valve

1 potable ½” cold water supply terminating in a ½″ ball valve, ½” female pipe thread; Ball
valve must be accessible for servicing.

Minimum water pressure 50 PSI and Minimum water flow 80 Gallons per hour.

Location – Within 40” of unit. Water shut-off valve to be located at low level. Requires
sufficient room for a 12” inch long fitting to be connected to the shut-off valve.

ELECTRICAL (Page 3&4 of Specification Sheet)

The Vivreau system incorporates back
flow prevention, any additional back
flow devices required by local or state
code must also be supplied by the
customer prior to installation. There
should not be any other filters/prefilters before the Vivreau system.

☐ (1) 20amp electrical circuit (5-20R) 120v, 60Hz (Electrical run current 8 amps)

Location - Within 40” of unit. Electrical circuits to be located in base cupboard unit at high level in either left or right corner (not
beneath dispense tap.) GFCI protection is recommended.

In order to ensure the smoothest possible installation, SITE
PHOTOS of the following items will be requested by your
Fulfillment Coordinator prior to installation.

MILLWORK (Page 3&4 of Specification Sheet)
☐ Tap Head Clearance - Total system height clearance is 21 ¼”
☐ If the water and CO2 are to be installed in an enclosure below the
counter, we will require a 1” hole to run water and CO2 to the countertop
unit.




Waterline
Electric

CO2 SUPPLY (Page 3&5 of Specification Sheet)
Please indicate if you will be using an individual canister or bulk supply.
☐ CO2 Canister
OR ☐ CO2 Bulk Supply*

Vivreau does not supply CO2.

Location –Within 40” of unit.

*If connecting to a bulk or existing CO2 system, your CO2 supplier
would have to provide a CO2 line terminating at a ¼” barbed
shutoff valve, 100psi minimum pressure.)

INSURANCE

- Is a Certificate of Insurance required for site access/installation?
☐ Yes - Please provide requirements or sample to your Fulfillment Coordinator
☐ No
ADDITIONAL DELIVERY SERVICES
Select any that apply.

Standard delivery is to your loading dock by freight carrier.
☐ Lift Gate Service (no loading dock) $175
☐ Inside Delivery (delivery indoors to your floor/suite) $150

The checked off services will be ready and available for installation. I acknowledge that if any of these services are not available and the
installation is scheduled Vivreau may charge us for a service call.
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